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This book is dedicated to
My late parents without whom I have

no identity in this world
&

all senior citizens of the country.





DISCLAIMER

The information in this book is designed to provide helpful
information on the subjects covered and to create awareness and
motivate the readers. The author has made every effort to ensure that
the information in this book was correct at the time of the publication.
It has been compiled with due care, caution and prudence. However,
the author does not assume or guarantee and hereby disclaim any
liability and responsibility for any loss, damage, disruption caused
due to errors or omissions or inaccuracies or any other cause. This
hand book should not be used as a substitute for any advice you may
seek from a professional.





PREFACE

“I’ve not found! one single mutual fund, one single real estate
investment, any gold, silver or anything else that has given me higher
returns than: me investing in myself.” — Patrick Bet-David

We are going through troubling times. People are getting
panicky about their wealth, its erosion due to low valuation,
economic downturn and market news. Indian and the world economy
have been battered. However, the feeling of helplessness after the
ordeal and debacle of Coronavirus should not overtake the positive
attitude needed to overcome these abrasions in our life and rebuild
our wealth. There are many taking advantage of the scenario and of
gullible investors with fake and false promises to lure people. One
gets confused. Hence, this book is a humble contribution to all the
citizens of India especially the senior citizens since I also belong to
this category now.

The COVID-19 just emphasised the need for understanding of
Personal Wealth Management, the great care to be taken on
preserving our wealth and investing in new or existing products,
planning and strategies required since our life now depends upon our
financial decisions to sustain. The time has come to worry less about
the return on the investment and more about the return of the
investments.

This book on Personal Wealth Management is centered on
individual investors and their normal perspectives. An investor
should be guided by his/her profile, risk preference and choice, needs,
goals and objectives in life. Also, the investment products that are
available in the market have been covered briefly as per their risk
matrix with every investor in the mind. This book should be
immensely useful to those citizens, especially senior citizens who are
willing to manage their own wealth hereafter.



Traditionally, we are guided by beaten track of investment
ideology but time has come to indulge in an out-of-box thinking,
taking the ownership of management of our wealth. It is the rational
approach given the circumstances. It is easy to spend, but difficult to
earn income now, to have disposable income, create savings in life
and then investing them wisely considering all factors centering
around any investment namely risk, return, safety, security, liquidity,
inflation and many other parameters play their part. Proper trade-off
is required to create, preserve, growth and appreciation of our wealth.

As a writer, whatever knowledge I have has been sincerely
incorporated in the book. This book opens another window for the
interpretation of Personal Wealth Management. The book may not be
free of its limitation since it is meant to be a hand book than a text
book. Also, some paragraphs and texts have been borrowed from my
previous book “Personal Wealth Management – A Complete Guide”
published by Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. in 2012 and 2017
since some of the text written earlier is still relevant. If an attempt is
made to rewrite them, the originality and its meaning will be lost.

The book may have some errors without the knowledge of the
author and the readers are requested to forgive any errors made
without any intentions. Not everyone may agree with the philosophy
of maintaining their own wealth unless they become victims. But I
welcome and appreciate such dichotomy since difference of opinion
certainly matters and at times, we learn out of it.

Finally, I wish to thank all readers and their feedback will be
very useful. Kindly pass on any feedback via email to
caganeshan@gmail.com.

M. Ganeshan
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1
INTRODUCTION

“If you don’t take care of your money, your money won’t take
care of you.” Mac Duke “The Strategist”

Why and What Changed the Scenario of Wealth
Management?

We all know what changed the scenario without any doubt. The
gift of Coronavirus from our neighbors for our new year 2020 not
only had disastrous consequences from a tragic loss of life
perspective, but also took years of hard work and development, and
set this back by many decades in the world and to a large extent in
India. We are now facing with naked eyes the recession in the
economy, after the great depression of 1930 and financial crisis of
2008.

It may remain a mystery as to how this pandemic began and
spread. But India and the world are not going to remain the same
economically for decades to come. Economic carnage unleashed by
pandemic is bound to happen and it is just inescapable. The World
Bank and IMF also have acknowledged that it is one of the worst
economic downturns, and as an economic downturn, bigger and
larger than the great depression of the 20th century. The Coronavirus
has created one of the greatest and biggest socio-economic tragedies
of our times. It is unlikely that the world will go back to operating the
way it used to before the pandemic.
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This is because borders were being closed, interstate borders
were closed in India, domestic and international travel by air were
closed, lockdown for all economic and commercial activities for a
prolonged time, agricultural activities were affected to some extent,
retail trade came to standstill, entertainment and hospitality industries
virtually came to a halt and many other compounding factors added
to the woes and hardship. Economy rejuvenation may happen after
24 months minimum, if efforts are made in right direction with
proper planning, implementation and execution of them.

We have yet to ascertain the full impact of COVID-19. So, all
the more Personal Wealth Management is of paramount importance
to every citizen irrespective of the quantum of wealth he/she holds.
Games of investments have changed and certainly everyone has to
have a relook at the strategies keeping in mind their requirements
from the investments.

We see the whole world of investors having pessimism than
optimism which is understandable. We should start thinking that
presently we are facing challenges caused by deadly Coronavirus.
But this will pass away one day definitely and once again cheerful
life and livelihood will start. So, treat this as an opportunity to rejig
your lifestyle to be happy once again and to lead a contended life.

But one has to remember that the cardinal principles of
investment will remain the same irrespective of what is happening
now.

Earn – Save – Invest – A constant journey in the life!

The Expected Status with All of Us

There will be record slump in the overall economy with a
cascading effect on our livelihood. Don’t think the bell will
always ring positively.
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It has affected one and all like employed persons,
professionals, businessmen, entrepreneurs, corporate
executives and crores of people.

We will have less income and more expenditure.

We may or may not have any disposable income.

Return of the principal amount is important than return on
the principal amount.

We have to tighten the belts and we cannot afford to splurge
any more. We may have temptation for frenzy spending and
shopping like a human being released from jail. But this
should be avoided especially by middle-class people. Buy
what you need with the money you have.

Our lifestyle and standard of living changes. The income
may not be enough to sustain the same old lifestyle.

Basic cost of living will increase. Essential goods prices will
increase. White goods will become luxury to purchase not
because of price but because of affordability.

Inequality of income will go up in the society.

Many may lose jobs or have already lost the jobs especially
in sectors like hospitality, media, advertisement,
entertainment, hotel, tourism, travel, IT especially software
related, Indians working in foreign countries especially in the
gulf and middle east. So, one has to live with their past
savings or have to find small jobs here and there for their
sustenance. Our earnings forecast has to be revised based on
ground realities. Cash flow could be one of the major
problems.
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Many companies may indulge in layoffs, salary cuts, non-
payment of salary or postponing payment of salary, no bonus,
no promotion, no retrenchment compensation, non-payment
of gratuity in case you leave or laid off and no leave
encashment. So, different scenarios will emerge due to lack
of profitability and liquidity crunch. The employers
knowingly might indulge in harsh and unethical decisions
and unfair labour practices. Also, the government is not
giving stimulus packages in the form of hard cash but giving
various incentives in the form of reforms. The sectors which
are hit by the extended and prolonged lockdown are
manufacturing and services sectors. Agricultural sector, to
some extent, escaped from the wrath.

Manufacturing industries will suffer from demand as well as
supply chain logistics. Hence, production planning will
become very difficult. Government has not extended any
direct finance support or stimulus package to industries so far
to bear the part of workers and staff salaries. So, heavy loss
of income and may be negative bottom line. No dividends for
shareholders for next two years at least.

Heavy loss for business for a few years especially for
MSMEs and startups.

More tax in one form or another to mop up revenue for the
governments.

It could be difficult to find employment for new graduates
especially for MBAs, Engineers, CAs and many other
professions including the high echelon IIMs and IITs.
Unemployment in all sectors will be rampant.
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Middle class will have the greatest impact since income will
shrink. They may also indulge in borrowings from banks to
meet the gaps. So, they may face the debt trap.

Senior citizens especially will find it difficult to sustain their
daily living with the income they may get in future due to
downturn in the economy and consequently shrinkage of
income by way of interest, dividends, etc.

Lot of people will have several financial obligations. Many
will find it difficult to pay EMIs of any kind with special
reference to housing loans. Hence, banks will face lot of loan
defaulters who are small borrowers and not those dubious
businessmen sharks who duped India in the past.

Adding fuel to the fire, sharks in the name of financial
planners, investment consultants, dubious banks, Ponzi
schemes, scam and racket vultures, unashamed agents and
wicked day traders are waiting in the wings to pounce upon
vulnerable investors especially senior citizens.

Banks interest may come down, mutual funds may have very
low NAV, dividends will come down in all types of
investments, there will be free fall of index of Sensex and
nifty50 now and then, and inflation may go up.

Please note that GDP growth and markets are not linked. So,
in the present scenario, GDP growth has fallen dramatically
especially in India which does not mean SENSEX/NIFTY
will also be always negative.

The only thing which is certain at this juncture is the
uncertainty in our financial world and economy.

We cannot avoid economic meltdown in the country which is
inevitable. Hope India after having enormous economic shocks gets
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back with strong recovery. It is difficult to predict how economy will
react post the pandemic.

What Can be Done under This Situation?

Don’t dwell on the year 2020. Start afresh and worry about
tomorrow. Move on and reset your priorities.

Don’t get emotional or get stressed while managing your
personal wealth or finance.

We should workout or rework out our PWM carefully.

There must be intent and motivation to adapt to any situation.

Don’t work on too many assumptions which may float
around in the market. Don’t worry about the short-term
volatilities in the market; it is bound to happen now and then
for various reasons.

Risk aversion should be followed if required in investments
especially if you are a senior citizen.

In order to carry on our life and livelihood, a total change is
required in perception regarding personal wealth management. No
doubt that the COVID-19 has created anxiety, confusion and panic
with your investments. What happens to your investments is the main
question. Maybe you have to review, relook and think of a new
strategy.

Every individual has to make financial/investment decisions for
new investments or leverage the existing investments in the best
manner due to urgency and need. First, you should draw a map of
financial needs, both working capitals to sustain the life and capital
expenditures as per your commitments. Then you start review or
planning afresh. You have to take the control of the situation rather
than getting panicky and becoming hostage to the situation. You have
to come out of this shock with planning.
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One has to understand that the choice of investment products in
the market may remain the same, but approach to them has changed
based on outlining your requirements and not aspirations.

The following chapters are dedicated to empower you to
understand the new realities and understand their nuances. In case
you are confused and compelled to approach a wealth consultant, be
careful not to fall prey to their recommended products since no
consultant wears a chastity belt. Do take their advice as a cushion and
not as a crutch. Execution of planning is at your hands since there is
no better person to understand your needs than yourself. Review
them as and when necessary. Look at your existing portfolios once in
three months and revise them if it is imperative but not at the cost of
losing the principal amount.

Hope all of you will have a positive frame of mind to overcome
the deadlock created by COVID-19. This book is having many
takeaways, but it is only to enhance your existing knowledge and
experience before this impasse. Start your everyday life with
confidence, courage, assurance and determination to surpass the
unarguable momentous monumental adverse situation. Don’t feel that
you are alone in the battle since everybody is facing daunting
common challenges. So, it is imperative that we look for solutions.

“When thunderstorms roll in, you make a choice to either
succumb with tears to the gloomy downpour, or smile and look for
rainbows.” — Richelle E. Goodrich




